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These various methods are usually characterized by the accuracy of a single step in time. Thus if in a small time step, h, the integration is performed so that it is accurate through order hn, then the method is referred to as an nth order integration method.
The class of differential equations of interest here is that in which the equations are derivable from a Hamiltonian using Hamilton's equations. The exact solution of such a system of differential equations leads to a symplectic map from the initial conditions to the present state of the system. A characteristic feature of all explicit high order (n>2) integration methods, however, is that they are not exactly symplectic. One manifestation of this is tFat the Jacobian of the transformation for one time step differs slightly from unity, and so the system will be damped (or excited) artificially.
In many applications the salient features of the solutions appear only after long times or large numbers of iterations; in these applications spurious damping or excitation may lead to misleading results.
The purpose of this note is to develop an explicit third order symplectic map (i.e. a third order integration step that preserves exactly the canonical character of the equations of motion) and to indicate the method for higher order maps. For a typical numerical integration, this method can be used to eliminate the noncanonical effects while providing the accuracy corresponding to a third order integration step.
There is in addition another benefit of this approach. Gen. Function: F3(x1,p,t) = -xlp + G(xl,p,t) (7)
where subscripts have been used to denote partial derivatives. Equations (8) suggest that we select
(1) This is just Newton's second law with the potential V(x,t). The solution of the equations of motion is given by the functions x(+xO,pot) and +(+09 O,t), (2) where +x and po are the initial conditions at time xl = const + O(t2) P = const + O(t2). (14) So if xl and P1 are ussd as initial conditions, the error introduced is O(t ). Thus this approach has yielded a first order symplectic map, M1(t).
Since this is such a low order method, it could have been derived by inspection; however, it illustrates the method which will be used in the next and subsequent sections. Notice that if (xl, Pi) are viewed as initial conditions in Equation (10), then the momentum p must be calculated first and then used to evaluate x. This is a characteristic feature of the method. In addition note that the transformation leads back to the initial conditions; thus, the momentum equation must be inverted (trivial in this case).
The Second Order Map
It is possible to continue from the results of the previous section to obtain a second order map; however, there is a well known method (the leap frog method) which is exactly canonical, is second order and which requires only one evaluation of the force. In order to understand that method and to lay the groundwork for a third order map, it is useful to modify the approach in the previous section. The modification consists of performing two canonical transformations rather than one. These are given by: (x,p)-*(x1,p1):
Thus, there is an intermediate step at which the force is evaluated. At this time the parameters a and b are undetermined; however, these can be used to generate a second order map. Substituting the two transformations into the Hamiltonian and expanding in the small parameter, t, yields
The purpose of the expansion in t is to identify the coefficients of various powers in H2. The transformation equations in Equation (15) 
f= -6v/3x
time step = h, initial conditions = (xoIpO,tO)
Map : (x,p) = M2 (h)(Xo +o)
given by two step process:
This method is well known (the leap frog method) and used frequently in circumstances where anomolous damping or excitation is undesirable. Note that it is written somewhat differently than usual since it is calculated for one full step. Since it is useful to have higher order maps for savings in computation time and for improved accuracy of the phase space behavior, in the next section this method is extended to third order.
Third Order Maps
There are many possible generalisations to extend the procedure described in the previous sections to higher order. The first approach that comes to mind is to include more intermediate steps or additional force evaluations. A second approach is to begin from the second order Hamiltonian and make yet another canonical transformation to eliminate another order in the t dependence of H. Both of these approaches are possible in principle and will work; however, there is one difficulty. The functional dependence in x and p of the terms which are of higher order in t can be quite compl icated.
Because of the nature of canonical transformations, one is forced to invert an equation
This can be done explicitly only in the simplest cases.
In more complicated cases the functional form is implicit, and thus the utility of such an approach can be extemely diminished due to the lack of explicit formulae.
Fortunately, for the simple Hamiltonian in Equation (1) there is a method of avoiding this. The key to avoiding implicit expressions lies in two points. The first is that an exact expression relating new to old variables is only necessary in transformation equations. It is fine to substitute approximate perturbative expressions into the Hamiltonian (this has been done already). The second point is that only one half of the equations from the generating function need to be inverted. In our case this is the momentum equation. With this in mind a combination of the two approaches mentioned above will be used in order to generate a third order map. First write a somewhat more general two step transformation given by: (x,P)±(x1,P ): F(x1,p,t)=-xlp-ap2 -btV(xl,ct) 2 p, = p -btf(x1,ct)
Subsituting into the Hamiltonian in Equation (1) and expanding in the small parameter, t, we find (after some algebra) x= xO + d1h49(P1) dp 2) P2 = $1 + C2hl(Xl,to+dlh) 2 = +2h P2) dp 3) P = $2 + C3hl(+2,tO+(dl+d2)h, x 2 + d3h 9 dp 
This leads to matrix inversion even in the first order case and for order higher than two, it may be difficult to obtain explicit formulae. However, it is probably possible to write down a second order map and may be possible to find an explicit third order map.
